Dawn® and Dawn Exceptional®

Yeast Raised and
Cake Donut Mixes
• Superior taste

• Easy to use

• Consistent performance

• High-quality ingredients

Easy to Use, Consistent
and High-Quality
Ingredients
Dawn® and Dawn Exceptional® donut mixes and bases make
it simple and easy to create delicious donuts.
This wide range of donut offerings includes our industry-leading
Raised and Cake Donut mixes. Our top-performing mixes are made
from high-quality ingredients with superior taste and stand up to
varying operational conditions. This saves you time, reduces loss
and gives you confidence to deliver an incredible donut every time.

Inspire Customers and Differentiate
Your Bakery with Exciting Flavours
Our Dawn Exceptional® Majestic® cake donut mixes offer great versatility.
Ignite repeat visits and drive loyalty by making your bakery a donut destination. With flavour variety, your customers
will be excited to add another must-try donut to their order. And when word spreads that you’re pairing flavours and
creativity, you’ll attract new customers and increase your sales.

Dawn Exceptional® Majestic®
Cake Mixes
Delight Customers And Elevate Your Bakery.
Dawn Exceptional® Majestic® cake donut mixes satisfy your customers’ appetite for fresh options
while being a top performing, highly consistent product for your team.
Simplicity and Performance - It’s All in the Mix
Built on the quality and reliability of our original Dawn Exceptional® Majestic® cake donut mixes,
we make it easy to add variety to your bakery.
Flavour Varieties Attract More Sales.
When it comes to cake donut flavours, Dawn has you covered. We offer tested, reliable recipes
to help you create seasonal favorites like pumpkin donuts or traditional flavours like blueberry
and apple.
Technical & Promotional Support to Help Grow Your Business
Whether it’s posters, promotional materials or technical support
and service, Dawn provides you the tools to jumpstart year-round
flavour, promote your bakery and drive customers to your shop.
It’s part of our commitment to do more than just provide you with
great donut mix.
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Consistent Reliability to Create Delicious Donuts
Dawn and Dawn Exceptional®
yeast raised mixes make it simple
and easy to create delicious
and consistent donuts. Our
top-performing mixes are made
from high-quality ingredients with
superior taste and stand up to
varying operational conditions.
This saves you time, reduces loss
and gives you confidence to deliver
an incredible donut every time.

Dawn Exceptional®
Yeast Raised Mixes
The Most Consistent Members Of Your Team
It can be difficult to control every variable in the bakery.
Dawn Exceptional® yeast raised donut mixes, help you
serve donuts customers will love even when your dough
isn’t proofed, mixed or fried the same way.
Consistent Mixes, Because No Two Days are
the Same
Labour is one of the top business challenges in the bakery*,
and incorrect proofing and mixing times or ingredient
temperature can lead to high waste. Our mixes are highly
tolerant, so you can avoid costly inconsistencies. That’s
a recipe for a more efficient donut operation, improved
customer satisfaction and a better bottom line.
Great Taste Begins with Great Ingredients
With Dawn Exceptional® yeast raised donut mixes, the proof
is in the donut, and it’s been there for decades. That’s
because we never shortcut or compromise taste. Each
harvest, we carefully source and test our raw materials
to ensure quality and consistency in our bakery mixes
regardless of weather, planting, yield or other variables.
We evaluate every ingredient so that you can bake your
best every day.
*Compared to previous Dawn lid; independent lab testing, October 2020

* 2017 Trends in U.S. Retail Bakery Operations and
Market Opportunities - Cypress Research
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ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

SALE UNIT

NET CS WT

PALLET
COUNT )

Dawn and Dawn Exceptional Donut Mixes
Yeast Raised Donuts
3009635

Dawn Exceptional® Raised Donut

Bag

20 kg

50

3018361

Dawn Exceptional Raised Donut Base

Bag

20 kg

50

3018927

Dawn Exceptional® Extend-R Original Raised Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

12828

Dawn Flex-Able Raised Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

3010082

Dawn Exceptional® Pronto 89 Vanilla Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

3012987

Dawn Exceptional® Majestic® Cherry Flavoured Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

3013106

Dawn Exceptional Majestic Chocolate Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

13112

Dawn Choice Vanilla Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

13170

Dawn Spice Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

13105

Dawn Vanilla Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

1283754

Dawn Exceptional® Sour Cream Flavoured Old Fashioned Cake Donut Mix

Bag

22.68 kg

50

3013175

Dawn Exceptional R&H Buttermilk Flavoured Spice Old Fashioned Cake Donut Mix

Bag

20 kg

50

®

Cake Donuts

®

®

Old Fashioned
®

French Donuts
15701

Dawn Exceptional® French Donut Mix

Committed to Bakery Success
When you partner with Dawn, you get more than just great products. You get the partnership, expertise and dedication to help
make your bakery a business success. We understand your dedication to quality, and how it’s always at the heart of everything
you do. That’s why our Dawn Exceptional® donut mixes are made with one unyielding purpose – to help you succeed.

Exceptional®
Dawn’s premium product line that delivers
category-leading quality and performance.
Dawn Exceptional donut mixes deliver premium quality with
unparalleled consistency and performance to differentiate
your bakery.

Established Trust
For over 100 years, customers have counted on Dawn Foods to help them grow their
bakery businesses with the right mix of products, innovations, global perspectives
and inspired bakery expertise. From corner bakeries to leading manufacturers,
Dawn Foods help our customers mark the moments in life that matter.
1.866.277.3663 DawnFoods.com/ca
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